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Abstrat

Many heuristis based on the Direted Ayli Graph (DAG) have been proposed for

the stati sheduling problem. Most of these algorithms apply a simple model of the target

system that assumes fully onneted proessors, a dediated ommuniation sub-system and

no ontention for the ommuniation resoures. Only a few algorithms onsider the network

topology and the ontention for the ommuniation resoures. This artile evaluates the

auray of task sheduling algorithms and thus the appropriateness of the applied models.

An evaluation methodology is proposed and applied to a representative set of sheduling

algorithms. The obtained results show a signi�ant inauray of the produed shedules.

Analysing these results is important for the development of more appropriate models and

more aurate sheduling algorithms.

1 Introdution

The sheduling of tasks on a parallel system is in its general form an NP-hard problem [6, 11, 29℄,

i.e. it annot be solved in polynomial time (unless NP = P ). In onsequene, algorithms for stati

�
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sheduling are based on heuristis that try to produe near optimal solutions. The objetive of the

heuristis is to produe a shedule with the smallest possible exeution time while the heuristi

itself has low time-omplexity.

Many sheduling algorithms have been proposed in the last years, e.g. [1, 3, 7, 10, 14, 15, 18,

20, 30, 38, 40, 42℄. Most of these algorithms represent the program to be sheduled as a weighted

Direted Ayli Graph (DAG). Weights assigned to the nodes represent omputation osts, i.e.

the exeution time of the tasks assoiated with the nodes. Many algorithms also onsider the osts

of ommuniation, whih are represented by edge weights.

Although, the algorithms' approahes di�er signi�antly, most of them employ the same model

for the target parallel system. They assume all proessors to be fully onneted, a dediated

ommuniation subsystem and neglet ontention for the ommuniation resoures. Only reently,

algorithms have been proposed that onsider the topology of the ommuniation network and are

aware of the ontention for the ommuniation resoures [10, 20, 25, 30, 33, 35℄. They model the

interonnetion network as an undireted graph, where the verties represent the proessors and

the edges the ommuniation links between the proessors. Contention awareness is ahieved, by

some of these algorithms, by sheduling the edges of the DAG to the ommuniation links of the

network, in a similar way nodes are sheduled to the proessors.

Several publiations [12, 16, 19, 24, 32℄ analyse the performane of sheduling algorithms based

on the omparison of the produed shedule lengths. As far as we know, no publiation evaluates

the auray of the generated shedules. Knowledge about the auray of the shedules an

lead to new insights regarding the appropriateness of the models. Simpli�ations made by the

algorithms are supposed to have a small impat on the auray of the shedules, but it has

not been shown that this is true. Moreover, it must be demonstrated that the di�erenes found

in omparisons between the theoretial results of the algorithms are sustained in pratie. The

onsideration of ontention by some algorithms promises more aurate and in onsequene more

e�ient results. However, it has not yet been determined how large the advantage is and if it

justi�es the additional omplexity of the ontention awareness.

In this artile we perform an experimental evaluation of task sheduling auray. Due to

the lak of an existing one, we propose a methodology for suh an evaluation. Essentially, the

methodology is based on the omparison tehnique for sheduling algorithms [12, 16, 19, 24, 32℄

and on the automati parallelisation proess provided by parallelising tools [10, 34, 39, 40, 41℄.

In order to perform a generi analysis of task sheduling auray, existing sheduling algo-
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rithms are grouped into lasses, and at least one representative algorithm is hosen from eah of

the onsidered lasses: list sheduling, dupliation sheduling and ontention aware sheduling.

Aording to the proposed methodology, the algorithms are evaluated by exeuting the pro-

dued shedules on real parallel systems. The sheduling algorithms produe these shedules for

a large set of randomly generated graphs aiming to represent a large variety of typial real appli-

ations. Automati ode generation produes exeutable ode from the graph and the respetive

shedule. These odes are exeuted on di�erent parallel systems with distributed memory and

shared memory arhitetures. The analysis of the experimental results with the estimations of the

sheduling algorithms yields interesting onlusions regarding the auray and e�ieny of task

sheduling algorithms, whih must be onsidered in the development of new sheduling algorithms

and in the establishment of more aurate models.

This artile is organised as follows. Setion 2 introdues the bakground and de�nitions ne-

essary for this artile. Setion 3 disusses the sheduling algorithm lasses and the onsidered

representative algorithms. The methodology for the experimental evaluation is proposed in Se-

tion 4 and the results obtained by its appliation are presented in Setion 5. This artile �nishes

with the onlusions in Setion 6.

2 Bakground and de�nitions

In the onsidered sheduling algorithms, the program is represented by a Direted Ayli Graph

[29℄. The DAG, as a graph theoreti representation of a program, is a direted and ayli graph

G = (V;E), where V is a �nite set of jV j nodes (verties) and E is a �nite set of jEj direted edges.

The node n

i

2 V is assoiated with one task i of the modelled program and the edge e

ij

2 E (with

n

i

; n

j

2 V ) is assoiated with the ommuniation from task i to task j. The indies of an edge

denote its diretion, that is edge e

ij

is direted from node n

i

to n

j

. The weight w(n

i

) assigned to

node n

i

represents its omputation ost and the weight w(e

ij

) assigned to edge e

ij

represents its

ommuniation ost.

Contention aware sheduling algorithms [10, 20, 25, 30, 33, 35℄ represent the ommuniation

network of the target parallel system as an undireted graph G

T

= (P;L), where P is a �nite set

of jP j verties and L is a �nite set of jLj undireted edges. A vertex P

i

represents the proessor

i and an undireted edge L

ij

represents a bidiretional ommuniation link between the inident

proessors P

i

and P

j

.

Undireted graphs model most of the existing stati ommuniation networks [8℄. However, the
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rather important bus topology annot be represented as an undireted graph, sine a ommon bus

is, in general, onneted to more than two ommuniation partners. Therefore, a bus topology is

often modelled as a fully onneted network, whih is very inaurate in terms of ommuniation

resoure ontention. As proposed in [31℄, we employ the hypergraph representation of the bus

topology, where the ommon bus is represented by one hyperedge [4℄. Let P be a �nite set of jP j

verties and L be a hyperedge inident on all verties of the vertex set P . A vertex P

i

represents

the proessor i and the hyperedge L represents the bus onneting all proessors.

3 Stati sheduling algorithms

The objetive of this evaluation is to provide general onlusions on the auray of task sheduling.

To ahieve this, sheduling heuristis are grouped into lasses of similar algorithmi approahes

and representative algorithms of eah lass are seleted. The evaluation fouses on the main lasses

of task sheduling, namely list sheduling, sheduling with node dupliation and ontention aware

sheduling. Algorithms based on lustering, e.g. [17, 29, 42℄, are not onsidered as they do not

produe a shedule for a given target system, but for an unbounded number of proessors.

The sheduling of a DAG to a parallel system is the temporal and spatial assignment of the

nodes to the proessors. The start time of node n

i

sheduled on proessor P

k

is denoted by

ST (n

i

; P

k

) and its �nish time by FT (n

i

; P

k

). The �nish time of proessor P

k

is de�ned as the

�nish time of the last node exeuted on this proessor,

FT (P

k

) = max

i

fFT (n

i

; P

k

)g: (1)

After all nodes of the DAG have been sheduled to the target system, the shedule length sl is

de�ned as

sl = max

k

fFT (P

k

)g; (2)

that is the �nish time of the last proessor, whih is equivalent to the �nish time of the last

exeuted node. The aim of all sheduling algorithms is to minimise the shedule length without

violating the preedene-onstraints among the tasks (nodes).

The start time of a node n

i

is onstrained by its dependenes on other nodes, whih are the

inoming ommuniations represented by the edges of the graph. A node an start exeution when

all data has arrived. The data ready time DRT (n

i

; P

k

) of node n

i

on proessor P

k

is de�ned as the
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time when the last data from its parent nodes arrives. How the ommuniation time assoiated

with every edge is alulated depends on the approah of the sheduling algorithm. Nevertheless,

some assumptions are ommon for most algorithms, inluding the algorithms disussed here:

� The ommuniations among nodes exeuted on the same proessor is assumed to have neg-

ligible osts. Thus, the time these ommuniations take is set to zero.

� It is supposed that the parallel system possesses a dediated ommuniation subsystem.

Interproessor ommuniation does not interfere with omputation, i.e. a proessor is not

involved in the interproessor ommuniation.

3.1 List sheduling

List sheduling is a tehnique found in many sheduling algorithms [15, 21, 22, 40℄. The basi

heuristi is rather simple and an be divided into two phases. In the �rst phase the nodes of

the DAG are ordered aording to a priority, respeting their preedene-onstraints. The seond

phase iterates over this node list and shedules eah node to the proessor that allows its earliest

start time. Determined by the existing partial shedule at the time node n

i

is onsidered, n

i

's

earliest start time on proessor P

k

is

ST

min

(n

i

; P

k

) = maxfFT (P

k

); DRT (n

i

; P

k

)g (3)

where the data ready time is alulated as

DRT (n

i

; P

k

) = max

j

fFT (n

j

; pro(n

j

)) + w(e

ji

)g (4)

with pro(n

j

) being the proessor on whih node n

j

is sheduled. The alulation of the data

ready time assumes fully onneted proessors and no ontention for the ommuniation links,

whih implies, together with the assumption of a dediated ommuniation subsystem, that all

ommuniations related to a node an be performed onurrently. The ommuniation ost w(e

ji

)

is set to zero if pro(n

j

) = P

k

, i.e. the ommuniating nodes are on the same proessor (see

assumption above). The start time of node n

i

on the proessor that allows its earliest start time

is then

ST

min

(n

i

) = min

l

fST

min

(n

i

; P

l

)g: (5)

Many priority shemes have been proposed for the �rst phase of list sheduling and it has
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been shown that the resulting node order has a signi�ant impat on the produed shedule

lengths [12, 16, 19, 24, 32℄. We selet a list sheduling with nodes ordered aording to their

bottom-levels as the representative algorithm for the list sheduling lass. A node's bottom-level

is the length of the longest path starting with that node, where the path length is de�ned as

the sum of the osts of all nodes and edges on the path. Experiments demonstrated the good

performane of this sheme [32℄ and the bottom-level order of nodes automatially adheres to the

preedene-onstraints of the DAG [35℄. List sheduling based on bottom-levels, whih shall be

denoted by �ListBL� in the rest of this artile, has a time-omplexity of O(V lgV + P (V + E)),

where V is the number of nodes, E the number of edges and P the number of proessors.

3.2 Dupliation sheduling

The ost of ommuniation an have a dominant in�uene on the ahievable shedule length for

a program. This fat gave rise to the idea of avoiding ommuniation by dupliation of nodes.

Communiation osts reated by two nodes sheduled to di�erent proessors an be eliminated if

the nodes are sheduled on the same proessor, sine it is assumed that intra proessor ommu-

niation is negligible (see above). However, eliminating the ommuniation osts of two nodes by

joining them on the same proessor might reate new inter proessor ommuniation with other

nodes that formerly were loal to the migrated node. Node dupliation an help to avoid this

e�et.

Several algorithms have been proposed in the past employing the node dupliation tehnique,

e.g. [2, 18, 28, 27℄. The algorithms for a bounded number of proessors [2, 18℄, seek, similar to list

sheduling, the proessor that allows the earliest start time for eah node in order to redue the

total shedule length. In addition to list sheduling, the start times are determined by dupliating

anestor nodes of the node under onsideration.

For the auray evaluation we seleted the most reently published algorithm ECPFD [2℄.

Likewise to list sheduling, the algorithm starts by ordering all nodes in a list and then shedules

the nodes in list order on the proessors that allow the earliest start times. The determination of

node n

i

's start time on proessor P

k

inludes the reursive dupliation of node n

i

's anestor nodes

on proessor P

k

, if this dupliation dereases n

i

's data ready time DRT (n

i

; P

k

).

For an e�ient dupliation of nodes, ECPFD utilises idle time slots in the shedule. A

node n

i

an be inserted into an idle slot under the following ondition. Assume the l nodes

n

P

x

;1

; n

P

x

;2

; : : : n

P

x

;l

are sheduled in this order on the proessor P

x

. If and only if there is a k
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(1 � k � l � 1) that ful�ls

w(n

i

) � ST (n

P

x

;k+1

; P

x

)�maxfFT (n

P

x

;k

; P

x

); DRT (n

i

; P

x

)g (6)

node n

i

an be sheduled in a slot between two already sheduled nodes.

The earliest start time is ahieved with the smallest k that ful�ls (6). Let k

o

be that k. The

earliest start time of n

i

is then (ompare with (3))

ST

min

(n

i

; P

x

) = maxfFT (n

P

x

;k

0

; P

x

); DRT (n

i

; P

x

)g (7)

In [2℄, ECPFD's time-omplexity is given as O(PEV ).

3.3 Contention aware sheduling

The simple parallel system model employed by the two foregoing sheduling lasses - fully on-

neted proessors and no ontention for ommuniation resoures - might have a signi�ant in�u-

ene on the e�ieny of the produed shedules, as simulation results showed in [23℄. The lass

of ontention aware sheduling algorithms represents the topology of the target system as a graph

and onsiders the ontention for the ommuniation links [10, 20, 25, 30, 35, 33℄.

Edge sheduling, whih is employed by [20, 30, 33, 35℄, is the most aurate tehnique to

ahieve ontention awareness. The edges of the DAG are sheduled on the ommuniation links

in the same way the nodes are sheduled on the proessors. Thus, an edge an only be sheduled

on a link when the link is idle, i.e. not oupied with the transfer of another edge. Consequently,

the start time of an edge might be delayed due to an oupied link. Consider the following simple

example: two proessors, P

1

, P

2

, onneted by one link L

12

and a DAG with three nodes A, B,

C, where node A and B send a message, i.e. have an edge, to node C. The Gantt hart of a

possible shedule is depited in Figure 1. Due to ontention for the link, the message from B to C

is delayed and in turn the start of node C is also delayed. Without edge sheduling, i.e. without

the onsideration of ontention, the message from B to C is not delayed and starts immediately

after B �nishes, resulting in an earlier start time for node C at time unit 6.5 instead of time unit

8.5 as in the ontention aware ase of Figure 1.

Edge sheduling is an instrument that re�ets the ontention for ommuniation resoures in a

parallel system. Di�erent from node sheduling is that an edge might be sheduled on more than

one ommuniation link in ase the ommuniating proessors are not adjaent. For ausality
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0
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4

5
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7

8

time

9

10

B

A

A -> C 

B -> C

C

Figure 1: Example for ontention re�eted by edge sheduling

reasons, an edge annot be sheduled on a link earlier than it was sheduled on a previous link

of its ommuniation route. The emerging onstrains on the start and �nish time of an edge

are disussed in [32℄ and a onise disussion of ontention aware sheduling is given in [31℄. In

omparison to the previous sheduling approahes, only the alulation of the DRT of a node

is in�uened by the sheduling of the edges. The arrival time of a ommuniation is the �nish

time of the edge on the last link of the route. For the experimental evaluation, two representative

algorithms, DLS [30℄ and BSA [20℄, are seleted due to their dislike approahes.

The struture of DLS is based on that of list sheduling whereby DLS uses dynami node pri-

orities. In eah step of the algorithm, the node to be sheduled and the proessor are hosen based

on the alulation of a dynami level for every node-proessor pair. In this artile, we utilise the

streamlined version of DLS [30℄ with lower omplexity ahieved by an initial node seletion. The

seleted node has the highest sum of omputation bottom-level (bl

omp

) and maximum inoming

ommuniation:

bl

omp

(n

i

) + max

j

fw(e

ji

)g; (8)

where the omputation bottom-level is the bottom-level only based on the node weights. The

seleted node has its highest dynami level on the proessor that allows its earliest start time

(see (5)). The time-omplexity of this DLS is O(V lg(V ) + P (V + E � O(Routing))) [31℄, where

O(Routing) is the routing omplexity in the topology graph.

Employing an approah quite di�erent from list sheduling, BSA starts by ordering the nodes

of the DAG aording to a priority sheme and shedules all nodes in order on one, the pivot,
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proessor. From the pivot proessor, nodes migrate to adjaent proessors if it is bene�ial, i.e. if

the start time of the node dereases. When all nodes of the pivot proessor have been onsidered,

a new pivot is hosen - in a breadth �rst manner - and all nodes sheduled on this new proessor

are examined for migration. This proess is repeated until all proessors have been onsidered.

The start times of the nodes and the edges are determined using the insertion tehnique (see

Setion 3.2). For details on BSA, the solution of design issues and the atual implementation refer

to [31℄. The time-omplexity given in [20℄ for BSA is O(P

2

EV ).

Both DLS and BSA were proposed with undireted graphs as the representation model for

the target system. Our implementation of the algorithms is adapted in suh a form to allow the

utilisation of the hypergraph model for bus topologies (see Setion 2).

4 Evaluation methodology

For the evaluation of task sheduling auray it is indispensable to apply shedules produed

by the algorithms on real target systems. Only an experimental analysis allows to evaluate the

auray of the sheduling heuristis and the employed models. The methodology we propose for

the experimental evaluation is based on the omparison tehnique usually employed for sheduling

algorithms [12, 16, 19, 24, 32℄ and on the automati parallelisation proess utilised by parallelising

tools [10, 34, 39, 40, 41℄.

As in the omparisons found in literature, the evaluation proess begins with the generation of

random DAGs as the input for the sheduling algorithms, whih is illustrated at the top of Figure 2.

Through the random generation, the weighted DAGs represent a wide range of appliations. In

the next step, the four seleted sheduling algorithms produe shedules for these graphs on

the target systems that are used for the experiments (see middle of Figure 2). The parallel

systems are represented in the algorithms by the models disussed in the previous setions. System

harateristis, for example the ommuniation bandwidth, are obtained by measurements on the

parallel mahines. In order to apply the generated shedules, ode, whih is exeutable on the

target systems, must be generated from the initial graph spei�ation and the produed shedule

(see bottom of Figure 2). The atual evaluation is performed by the exeution of the generated

ode on the respetive parallel system. The real exeution time, in omparison with the estimated

exeution time, i.e. the shedule length, permits drawing onlusion regarding the auray and

e�ieny of task sheduling.

In the following we desribe in detail the various steps of the proposed methodology. The
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weighted
DAG

schedule for
target system

target system
specification

executable
program code

Figure 2: The methodology's data strutures and their relations

random graph generation follows largely the tehnique found in literature [12, 16, 19, 24, 32℄.

Details of the generation proedure are therefore omitted but an be found in [31℄.

4.1 Code generation

The ode generation part of our methodology follows the message passing paradigm. Being natural

to the DAG representation of a program, message passing an be employed on distributed memory

as well as on shared memory systems. For the implementation of the ode, the Message Passing

Interfae (MPI) [26℄ standard is used, together with the C programming language. Most MPI

environments expet the same single program to exeute on every proessor of the parallel system.

In ontrast, the shedules produed by stati sheduling algorithms employ in general MIMD

(Multiple Instrutions Multiple Data) streams. This problem is easily solved by the utilisation

of the SPMD (Single Program Multiple Data) approah, where every proessor only exeutes its

dediated part of the single program.

Unlike the parallelisation of a program, where the DAG is omputed from the initial program

spei�ation, the evaluation proess starts the other way round in that it generates ode aording

to the graph and the shedule, using harateristis of the target parallel system (see Figure 2).

4.1.1 Code struture

The ode of the program to be generated re�ets the strutures of the graph and the shedule. The

top level of the program onsists, apart from some ommon ode (for example the initialisation),

of the individual parts for every proessor of the target system. Figure 3 displays the elements

involved in an example ode generation, namely a weighted DAG, the Gantt hart of a two

10
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P 1 P 2
0
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8

time

A

D

C
B

... init ...

swith(proessor) {

ase P1:

delay(1);/* A */

send(s_buf, 1, P2);/* A->B */

delay(3);/* C */

rev(r_buf, 1, P2);/* D<-B */

delay(2);/* D */

break;

ase P2:

rev(r_buf, 1, P1);/* B<-A */

delay(2);/* B */

send(s_buf, 1, P1);/* B->D */

break;

}

... finialize ...

Figure 3: DAG (left), 2 proessor shedule (middle), generated ode (right)

proessor shedule of that DAG and the ode generated (here simpli�ed) from these inputs. A

swith-ase statement in the generated ode re�ets the proessors of the shedule, where eah

ase orresponds to one proessor (see Figure 3). One level below, eah proessor part is built

from the graph elements assoiated with it. Foremost, these are the nodes sheduled on the

proessor, but these are also the inoming and outgoing ommuniations of the nodes. Code must

be generated for the edges on the proessors, sine ommuniation is at least initiated, if not

exeuted, by the proessor. In the example of Figure 3, the ode for proessor P

1

, for instane,

re�ets its three nodes A;C;D and the edges assoiated with these nodes. The ode generation for

the nodes is explained in Setion 4.1.2 and for the edges in Setion 4.1.3. Even though, ontention

aware sheduling algorithms indiate the exat routing and sheduling of the ommuniations

assoiated with the edges, the ode generation proess is equal for all sheduling approahes. As

said above, ommuniation is ontrolled by the proessor and we generate the neessary ode. In

any ase, the edge shedule of a ontention aware shedule is impliitly enfored by this ode, as

long as the assumptions made by the respetive sheduling algorithm are orret. The reason is

that all onsidered sheduling algorithms (see Setion 3) use the �as soon as possible� poliy to

shedule nodes and edges. They are delayed either beause they wait for a resoure or due to the

dependene on other elements.

4.1.2 Nodes

A node of the DAG must be represented by ode whose exeution takes the time spei�ed by

the node weight. This is easily ahieved by an ative wait with a duration de�ned by the node
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weight, whih is also a solution independent of the performane of the proessor. In the generated

ode of Figure 3, the nodes orrespond to the delay() ommands. Proessor P

1

, for instane,

exeutes three delays for the nodes A;C;D. The shedule on whih the ode generation is based,

indiates the exat start time of every node. Yet, the exeution of a node is not expliitly started

at its sheduled time, for two reasons. First, a small inauray ould render the exeution invalid,

for example, when input data has not arrived at the time a node is supposed to start exeution.

Seond, if the model and all assumptions are orret, the shedule is enfored impliitly (see

Setion 4.1.1).

4.1.3 Edges

Aording to the message passing paradigm, the ommuniation represented by an edge is trans-

lated to a send ommand for the edge's tail and a reeive ommand for the edge's head. In Figure 3

these are the send() and rev() ommands, respetively. The send ommand is exeuted on the

proessor where the origin node is sheduled and the reeive ommand on the proessor of the

reeiving node. If both nodes are sheduled on the same proessor, no ode is generated, following

the assumption that loal ommuniation an be negleted. So, in Figure 3, proessor P

1

, for

instane, sends one message to proessor P

2

(the ommuniation from node A to node B with

weight 1) and reeives one message from proessor P

2

(the ommuniation from node B to node

D with weight 1). Performing the ommuniation over the ommuniation network reates the

realisti ontention behaviour. For every send and reeive pair the soure and the destination

proessor are known from the shedule. The amount of data to be transfered must orrespond to

the weight of the edge, i.e. the transfer time must equal the edge weight. As the harateristis of

ommuniation networks vary, the data size is a target system dependent value, whose alulation

is disussed below in the setion about the target systems.

4.2 Target systems

Knowledge about the target system is neessary in two plaes of the evaluation proess: in the

sheduling part and in the ode generation part. All sheduling algorithms need the spei�ation

of the proessor number. The proessor speed is not required due to the system independent ode

generation for the nodes (see previous setion). For ontention aware sheduling algorithms the

ommuniation network topology must be identi�ed and modelled as a graph. Both, the number

of proessors and the topology are given in the system spei�ations.
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During the ode generation, information is required about the ommuniation harateristis

of the target system. Essentially, the information must allow to translate an edge weight into

the amount of data that takes ommuniation time equal to the edge weight. While it would be

possible to utilise, for example, the bandwidth spei�ation of the target mahine, a muh more

aurate approah is to measure the ommuniation harateristi with the same ommuniation

mehanisms as used in the ode generation. Hene, we utilised a small appliation, alled mpptest

of the freely available MPI implementation MPICH [13℄. The performed measures [31℄ suggest

a linear relation between the data size and the ommuniation time (messages > 16 KByte).

Approximating the relation as a linear funtion allows a simple alulation of the data size from the

edge weight, with the ommuniation overhead and the data-rate as system dependent parameters.

Table 1 lists the values measured for the employed systems.

In order to make the evaluation as universal as possible, several parallel systems are employed

for the experiments, eah with a di�erent parallel arhiteture: a shared-memory Symmetrial

Multiproessing (SMP) system (Sun Enterprise 3500), a luster of workstations (�Beowulf� [36℄)

and a Massively Parallel Proessors (MPP) system (Cray T3E-900).

The Sun E3500 [9℄ onsists of 8 proessors grouped around a ommon bus. In onsequene,

this system is modelled, for the ontention aware sheduling algorithms, as a hypergraph (see

Setion 2) with one hyperedge, representing the bus, onneted to the 8 proessors .

The PC luster running Linux OS, alled BOBCAT [37℄, onsists of 16 ommodity PCs on-

neted via an Ethernet swith. As the swith is essentially a dynami network, BOBCAT's topol-

ogy is represented as a network of fully onneted proessors.

The Cray T3E-900 [5, 9℄ onsists of 344 appliation proessors onneted by a three-dimensional

yli torus. Due to the aess system of this T3E, it is not known at ompile time how a parallel

program is mapped onto the appliation proessors. As a onsequene, the T3E-900's topology is

represented in two ways: as a 3D yli torus or as a network of fully onneted proessors, likewise

a dynami network. While the torus is more aurate in terms of onnetivity, the mapping of the

modelled to the real proessors is probably inorret. Thus, the T3E-900 is an interesting ase to

analyse the e�et of the hosen topology model on the sheduling results.

The following Table 1 summarises the employed systems and provides the measured ommu-

niation harateristis.

One problem enountered during the development of the methodology is related to the memory

onsumption of the generated ode. Apparently, some MPI implementations - on BOBCAT and
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overhead data rate

proessors topology model (�se) (MBytes/s)

BOBCAT 16 fully onneted 137 10.8

Sun E3500 8 bus 35 238

T3E-900 344 fully on./3D yli torus 80 162

Table 1: Employed target systems

on T3E-900 - store messages in an intermediate bu�er, even though synhronous ommuniation

is utilised. To ahieve a total exeution time of a program of at least some seonds - in order

to obtain aurate measurements - and various ommuniation to omputation ratios, messages

might have the size of several MByte. When the number of outstanding messages is large, memory

is often not su�ient. Adjustments of the generated ode redued but did not solve the problem.

The program exeution on the T3E-900 su�ered most, sine the messages are large owing to its

high data rate, ompared to BOBCAT.

5 Experimental results

For the experimental evaluation, the four seleted sheduling algorithms - ListBL, ECPFD, DLS

and BSA - as well as all parts of the evaluation methodology - random graph generation and ode

generation - were implemented in the programming language Java.

5.1 Experimental setup

A large set of random graphs was generated by varying parameters whih are signi�ant for

sheduling. The graphs have a size of either 600, 800 or 1000 nodes and edges are randomly reated

in suh a way that the average number of edges per node is 1.5 or 3. The nodes are attributed

a weight from a uniform distribution, using a mean value that results in a typial exeution

time of the sheduled graph of some seonds. The most important parameter for sheduling, the

ommuniation-to-omputation ratio (CCR), is onsidered in three values: 0.1 (low), 1 (medium)

and 10 (high ommuniation). To ahieve a given CCR, the edge weights are taken from a uniform

distribution around an aording mean value.

Every generated graph is sheduled by eah of the seleted algorithms on various on�gurations

of the parallel systems: BOBCAT with 8 or 16 and Sun with 4 or 7 proessors (one proessor

left for the OS). The T3E-900 is later used in analyses regarding the topology model. Based on

the graph and the produed shedule, ode is generated aording to the methodology proposed
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Figure 4: Average e�ieny (left) and auray (right) of the algorithms for CCR 0.1
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Figure 5: Average e�ieny (left) and auray (right) of the algorithms for CCR 1

in Setion 4 and this ode is exeuted on the parallel systems. The resulting exeution times are

analysed below. Owing to spae limitations, it is not possible to present all individual results; for

them please refer to [31℄.

5.2 Results

Figure 4 to 6 illustrate the average auray and e�ieny of the four sheduling algorithms om-

puted over the results for all system on�gurations and graphs, exept for the CCR whih is

distint for every �gure. The e�ieny is de�ned as the speedup divided by the number of proes-

sors, whereby the speedup is the ratio of the measured parallel exeution time to the sequential

exeution time, whih is given by the sum of the node weights (remember, loal ommuniation

is assumed to be negligible). The auray is de�ned as the ratio of measured exeution time to

estimated exeution time, i.e shedule length.

5.2.1 Low ommuniation

For a CCR of 0.1, Figure 4, all algorithms show similar performane. The e�ieny is with about

47% muh lower than it ould be expeted. Indeed, the shedule length of the algorithms predit

an almost optimal e�ieny, as an be seen from the auray, whih is greater than 2, meaning
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Figure 6: Average e�ieny (left) and auray (right) of the algorithms for CCR 10

that the real exeution time is more than twie the predited.

5.2.2 Medium ommuniation

Higher ommuniation naturally results in less e�ieny, whih is shown by the worse e�ieny

for CCR 1 in Figure 5 (18%-26%). The also redued auray for all algorithms only surprises

for the ontention aware sheduling algorithms, DLS and BSA, sine they are supposed to handle

ommuniation and ontention more aurately. Nevertheless, the auray of both algorithms is

about 40% better than that of the other algorithms.

5.2.3 High ommuniation

For high ommuniation, Figure 6 with CCR 10, the e�ieny drops to a very low level (3%-5.5%).

In fat, the obtained speedup is below 1, whih means that the parallel exeution is slower than the

sequential one. Still, the ontention aware algorithms yield a muh better auray and e�ieny

than the others.

5.2.4 Disussion

The experimental results show a very poor auray of the sheduling algorithms, where in most

ases the real exeution time is a multiple of the estimation. Sine all algorithms are e�eted, the

ontention unawareness of some of the algorithms annot be the explanation. Still, the problem

seems to be related to ommuniation, as the auray beomes worse with higher ommuni-

ation. Thus, it appears that the assumption regarding a dediated ommuniation subsystem,

shared by all algorithms, is responsible for these disrepanies. In fat, none of the utilised tar-

get systems employs suh a ommuniation subsystem. Consequently, the proessor is oupied

during the ommuniation and is unable to proeed with omputation. Further, the involvement
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Figure 7: Auray for BOBCAT with 16 proessors (left) and Sun E3500 with 7 proessors (right)

of the proessor serialises the ommuniation, only one message is proessed at a time by a pro-

essor. Sheduling algorithms assume that all ommuniations take plae in parallel as soon as

the origin node �nishes. Contention aware sheduling algorithms make the same assumption, but

ommuniation might be serialised on the ommuniation links.

Although, the auray of all heuristis is unsatisfatory, the ontention aware algorithms are

able to improve the auray for medium and high ommuniation in omparison to the unaware

algorithms, and, as a onsequene, yield better e�ieny. This is for two reasons: (i) taking

the ontention into aount, the resulting shedules perform less interproessor ommuniation -

a fat that was on�rmed by examination of the generated ode; (ii) ommuniation is in part

serialised by the edge sheduling, whih better approximates the real behaviour of the target

systems, espeially when there are few ommuniation links. The results for the proposed bus

model on�rm this observation. For example, let us ompare the auray of DLS and BSA on

BOBCAT (16 proessors) with their auray on Sun E3500 (7 proessors) in Figure 7. While the

auray of the ontention unaware algorithms is similar on both systems, DLS and BSA have

muh higher auray on the Sun E3500, due to the employed bus model. The worse e�ieny

of BSA for a CCR of 1 (see Figure 5), whih is apparently in ontrast to the previous statement,

an be explained with BSA's partiular approah. Sheduling all nodes on one proessor and then

migrating the nodes to other proessors reates a onentration of the ommuniation around

the �rst proessor, resulting in worse e�ieny (see Setion 3.3). Also for that reason, the BSA

algorithm is the most sensible to the memory issue desribed in Setion 4.
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Figure 8: Auray (left) and e�ieny (right) of DLS shedules for di�erent topology models on

T3E-900(32); f - fully onneted, torus - 4�4�2 yli torus

5.2.5 In�uene of topology model

In order to analyse the in�uene of the topology model on the ontention aware algorithms, we

onduted further experiments where DLS sheduled the generated DAGs on 32 proessors of the

T3E-900 using two di�erent models. In one model, the topology is a network of fully onneted

proessors, while in the other the topology is desribed as a 4�4�2 yli torus. The BSA

algorithm was not onsidered, due to the mentioned memory issues. The auray is signi�antly

improved by utilising the torus, as shown in the left diagram of Figure 8. In spite of the muh

improved auray, the e�ieny of DLS dereased slightly as illustrated, for example, in the

right diagram of Figure 8. The reason is that DLS fails, unlike BSA, to redue the interproessor

ommuniation for the torus model, the ommuniation even inreased, whih was on�rmed by

the examination of the produed shedules.

6 Conlusions

This artile presented an experimental evaluation of task sheduling auray based on our pro-

posed methodology. In order to obtain insights of general validity, representative sheduling algo-

rithms were seleted and the experiments were onduted in an extensive form, both in terms of

analysed graphs as well as in terms of target parallel systems.

The experimental results showed a very poor auray for all sheduling algorithms, where the

real exeution time is most often a multiple of the estimated one. As a possible explanation, we

identi�ed the sheduling algorithm's assumption of a dediated ommuniation subsystem. The

employed parallel mahines, as most generi parallel systems, do not possess suh a subsystem.
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Consequently, the proessor's involvement in the ommuniation remains unonsidered by the

sheduling heuristis. Further, ommuniation is serialised by the proessor's involvement, whih

is also not taken into aount by the algorithms.

Despite the poor auray of all algorithms, ontention aware heuristis yield better auray

for medium and high ommuniation, as they are more sensitive to the importane of ommunia-

tion and as they have the ability to approximate the ommuniation serialisation, espeially with

the proposed bus model.

In the future, existing sheduling algorithms must be adapted to re�et the observations made.

With new models and assumptions, the algorithms should be reevaluated using the proposed

methodology.
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